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cat, Rocky, twitched in his sleep and Manny glanced back at him with a soft smile. The streetlamp 
flickered and failed, dropping them both into darkness. Still neither of them spoke. A car swept 
by, bringing with it a current of damp air that brushed Tom’s cheek and ruffled Manny’s hair. The 
companionable silence Tom had never experienced before was broken by the man’s gruff voice.
     “Would you look at that…” His tone was reverent as he gazed up at the sky, a blissful half-smile 
on his face as his eyes traced the constellations the streetlamp’s tacky urban glow had hidden. Tom 
looked too, finding the familiar shapes of Orion, the North Star, the Dippers all standing over them 
with a tremulous light, like diamonds, sewn with care to the silky folds of sky. The dark rush of the 
water below was nothing compared to the expanse of twinkling pinpricks of light, painted across 
the skies with a light so pure and clear that it seemed to smile down on the earth. A soft breeze 
brushed through the swaying trees, leaves rustling like feathers and taking flight across the water, 
visible only by their darkness against the pale starlight. The moon slipped out from behind a cloud, 
unfurling her gown of silvery light across the earth. The moonlight caught in the puddles of water, 
the glint of it a pale shadow of the stars overhead. 
     “This is what helps me,” Manny’s voice rumbled softly beside him, somehow grounding him 
without detracting from the beauty around them. “No matter what I remember ‘bout those days an’ 
what we went through over there, no matter how many lives were lost or troubles gained… there are 
still more stars in the sky than there are reasons to die.” 
     Tom felt the man look over at him and met his gaze, watching as the moonlight rested a 
motherly beam on his head, catching in his silver beard and sparking in his eyes.
     “An’ I might be a dirty vagrant who can’t keep his nose out’ve another man’s business, but 
personally, I think even one star like that,” he pointed at the sky, indicating the tiny holes in the 
sky’s gossamer fabric, “Little pinpricks of heaven shinin’ through, like the sun sneaking out to 
dance in the rain… I think just one of them is worth living for.” 
     The man sighed, patting Tom on the shoulder and straightening. The movement woke Rocky 
who voiced his displeasure with a rattling meow. Manny shushed him softly, taking him in his arms 
and stroking the cat’s disheveled fur.
     “Jus’ promise me you’ll think about that, Tommy. Alright?” 
     Tom nodded and the man gave him one last fond smile before turning and making his way down 
the sidewalk, bare feet fracturing the starry mirrors in each puddle he crossed. Tom watched, just 
watched in calm silence as the man’s steps became a dance, twirling slowly and swaying in the 
starlight… like the sun sneaking out to dance in the rain. 
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